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BATESON and the DaYanZhiShu
from ‘double description’ to ‘double divination’

I must confess my ignorant love in the work of Gregory Bateson.
As ignorant, a thing that I grasp from Bateson immense work could be not exactly what the 
author would prompt to..

Thiis thing here called, is the ‘abductive method’ of reasoning, where puttiing together A with B,
while keeping their own structure and distinction, C is generated or, in the words of Bateson:

“... the combining of information of diffeerent sorts or from diffeerent sources results in 
something more than addition. Thie aggregate is greater than the sum of its parts because the 
combining of the parts is not a simple adding but is of the nature of a multiplication or a 
fractionation, or the creation of a logical product. A momentary gleam of enlightenment.”1

Thie following visual example is also interesting2:

Moiré pattierns (named for the effeects of light passing through two delicate fabrics when superimposed) 
result from the analogue of an interference pattiern produced when slightly misaligned linear pattierns cause 
the positions of their overlap to stand out. Thie superimposition of pattierns a and b shown as a + b produces 
a third pattiern of curves shown as an interaction pattiern a × b

1 G.Bateson “Mind and Nature” - E.P.Duttion, 1979 | p.86
2 J.Hui, T.Cashman, T.Deacon “Bateson’s Method: Double Description” in Hoffemeyer, “A Legacy for Living 

Systems” - Springer, 2008
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So, when Valter Vico -Italian researcher and author of a limpid and delightful Italian book on 
Yi consultation3-, following one of my web-covid-based meetings on Narrative Guidance in 
May 2021, points to his raw approach, asking the Yijing, I felt an accomplishment of perfect 
juxtaposition.

Vico, facing a desire, a need or a solution, simply puts one by another two fieelds, to be 
analyzed with Yi answer:
- me (my world, my cognitive reality, my system, etc);
- the mattier

No formulation, no linear argumentation, just a ‘Batesonian’ show.

But I am not in love with simplicity.
More, I fiend complexity something that could let me grasp the bettier draft-map of reality to be 
built.

So, I will now drive/dive in a sequence of ‘double/multiple descriptions’ to make my 
knowledge a game to be played and a reality to be drawn up.

Double Divination

«I argued almost thirty years ago4 that there is some evidence, circumstantial to be sure, that 
early divinations with the Changes involved a two-step procedure, the fierst step producing a 
single hexagram (and its respective hexagram statement) and the
second step then specifying one of that hexagram’s six lines (and its respective line statement).
Since that time, some of the newly excavated Western Zhou oracle-bone inscriptions and 
especially the Baoshan and other Warring States divination records seem to show clearly that 
in the Zhou dynasty divination did indeed involve a two-step procedure, the fierst step 
producing a general or preliminary prognostication and the second a further specifiecation or 
confiermation.
Although none of this archaeological evidence is directly related to the Changes, I still
believe that it shows this explanation to be entirely plausible.»

Thiis is what Edward Shaughnessy wrote in his “Unearthing the changes : recently discovered 
manuscripts of the YiJing” (p.31)

In the fierst divination, I imagine the creation of a fieeld or bettier a ‘landscape’ where things (A 
and B) are arranged and where I ask about their general feasible relation as C (or AxB), in a 
sort of augury that “would that all things proceed favorably of their own accord”5.

3 V.Vico “Yi Jing – Guida alla consultazione direttia e spontanea del Libro dei Mutamenti” - Shiatsu Milano 
Editore, 2019

4 E.Shaughnessy “Composition of the Zhou Yi” -  Ph.D. diss., Stanford University, 1983 | p.95–97
5 this could be the 初占 chū zhàn, as Li Ling wrote in his paper “Formulaic Structure of Chu Divinatory
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On the basis of the prognostication, I could proceed to a second divination, where my wishes 
are put into the operative phase of ‘architecture of building blocks’ (as per removing barriers..):

and asking “how can I shape reality, now, toward C (or AxB)?” I follow the idea of “得志 dézhì 
'to achieve one's purpose or wish’ or the 有志 yǒuzhì ‘to be possessed of success in one's 
purpose or wish”6

Thiis two-step divination, is in my view a reliable floow, where fierstly I test a relation and then I 
choose the making.

But these are not ordinary divination procedures.
Thiis means that I will proceed in each phase to produce a ‘static hexagram’ or 靜卦 jìngguà, 
and the two, will be connected by similarities and diffeerences (following the Batesonian 
‘double description’ approach) among their structures.

Thiis is also an amazing (narrative) reconciliation with the “instances of divination with Thie 
Changes recorded in Thie Zuo Commentary 左傳 and Discourses of the States 國語 that are 
generally introduced with the formula ―meeting (遇) Hexagram1 之 Hexagram2―. 
Traditionally, zhì 之 has been interpreted as a verb meaning  ‘to go to’, so the formula has 
been understood as ―Hexagram1 going to (i.e. changing into) Hexagram2―.”7

To make this possible, I have to ‘manage’ the 大衍之數 dàyǎnzhīshù casting method, to 
interpret the numeric outcomes (6, 7, 8, 9) not as changing or static lines but as correlated to 
the four bigrams (the four combinations of one yin and one yang line) and bigrams positions 
(地位 dìwèi; 人位 rénwèi ; 天位 tiānwèi).
So doing, I reduce the yarrow manipulations to 3 phases per hexagram (instead of 6).

i.e. 初占 chū zhàn: 

fierst outcome, 地位: 6 > 

second outcome, 人位: 7 > 

third outcome, 天位: 8 > 

Bamboo Slips”
6 wishes carried out in the 習占 xí zhàn, follow-up divination, Li Ling ref. above, note 5 | p.86
7 B.Nielsen “A Companion to Yi Jing Numerology and Cosmology” - RoutledgeCurzon, 2003
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習占 xí zhàn: 

fierst outcome, 地位: 9 > 

second outcome, 人位: 7 > 

third outcome, 天位: 8 > 

In this case, we could say that:  遇萃之兌 ...and proceed interpreting the fierst two lines as 
further and systemic connection among this ‘pattiern that connects’.

The associations numbers - bigrams are:

numbers bigrams
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